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INTRODUCTION

A number of studies (see for example, Allen, 1970) have shown the importance

of communication in research and development organizations, and the way in which

communication propensity is influenced by the physical location of the participants.

The probability of communication between any two individuals is a sharply declining

function of the distance between their normal work locations (Allen & Fusfeld, 1974)

This has serious implications for the way in which research laboratories are

configured, architecturally. Linear forms (offices along a corridor) should be

avoided, and to minimize physical separation on a floor, the general shape of the

building should be square.

Vertical separation is at least as severe as horizontal separation, in its

impact on communication (Peters, 1969). Given this situation, a question naturally

arises concerning the optimum height of a research laboratory. If the mean separa-

tion between occupants is taken as a criterion, then as floor area increases, at

some point people will be closer together in a jnulti-story' building than thev would

be on a single story building. . Now of course,

real estate costs will eventually force multiple story buildings,but even Ignoring

this, at some point it will become desirable. Just for communication, to go to

a multi-story arrangement. This being the case, it would be convenient to know

just how large a single story building must become, before it is better to build

a two-story building with the same floor area. Of course, this will be dependent

upon the shape of the building and the location of stairwells and so on. But for

a first approximation, one could assume a square building divided into square desk

areas of 100 ft.^ each. There is no allowance for internal walls or corridors,

and (when needed) a single staircase is located in the center of the building.

^Building costs are not an important factor in determining height. Construction

cost is a direct function of floor area, and essentially Independent of the number

of floors.
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The mean distance between pairs of individuals uniformly distributed

throughout a building (S) is a function of the total available floor space (A)

,

the number of floors (N) , and the length of stairs between floors (<r)

.

If the simplifying assumption is made that the stairs are located in the

center of the floor, the calculation can be separated into three segments.

The first segment is the total distance between paris located on the same floor

averaged over all the pairs in the building (S ). The next segment is the total

distance between paris located on different floors, excluding the distance on

the stairs, averaged over all the pairs in the building (S.) . The last segment

is the total distance between pairs located on different floors, including only

the distance on the stairs (ct) , averaged over all the pairs in the building (S.)

.

The result of this segmentation is S - S(A,N,<^ - Sj^(A,N) + S2(A,N) +

S_(A,N,cr). Each segment can be developed separately.

Some general calculations are requried first. Assume that each individual

is allocated 100 square feet of area. Then, there are A/100 people in the

building and ( ^^^ ) or 1/2 ( ^ ) (
-jIq

- 1 ) pairs in the building. Since

there are -tTq people in the building, there are
Yoqn" P^OP^^ °" ^ floor. On

each floor, there are 1/2 ( --^„ ) ( ,-^., - 1) pairs, and adding all floors
lOON lOON

together, there are 1/2 ( ^ ) ( j^^ - 1) pairs. Between each pair of floors,

there are ( ,^^„ ) pairs. Since there are -^r— pairs of floors, there
lUON

^ 2
^

are (
—-— )^ ^^^ ~ ^^ or ^ ^^ ~ ^^ pairs of individuals between all floors.
lOON 2 /

(2 X 10 )N

Thus:
2

Total number of pairs " 1/2 ( ^^ ) ( ifo
" ^> " ^''^ ^loo ^ ^li^ ' ^^ "^ ^^^^^"^7^
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In the first segment of the mean distance calculations, attention Is focused

only on pairs located on the same floor. The area of each floor Is A/N and the

mean distance between pairs on a single floor of the building is g(A,N). Then the

sum, of distances between pairs located on the same floor, for all floors taken

together, is

100?^ lOON
fl/2 (j^U 7^ - 1) ] 8(A.N) and S^(A,N) - [ 1/2 (

^A. )(100 loofl
- 1) ] I

g(A,N)

1/2 (ito><i3o

In order to determine g(A,N), the calculations in Table 1 are made based on

2
the initial set of conditions, i.e. A square building with 100 ft. offices and

no allowance for internal walls or corridors.

Table 1

Mean Distance Between Potential Cbmmunicatlon Pairs On A Single Floor as a Function

of Floor Space

Floor Area (A*) Mean Distance (S*) Floor Area (A*) Mean Distance (S*)

400
900

1,600
2,500
3,600
4,900
6,400
8,1100

10,000
12,100
14,400
16.900

11.4
16.3
21.4
26.5
31.7
36.8
42.0
47.2
52.4
57.6
62.8
67.8

19,600
22,500
25,600
28,900
32,400
36,100
40,000
44,100
48,400
52,900
57,600
62,500

72.9
78.1
83.3
88.5
93.7
98.9
104.1
109.2
113.3
117.9
122.6
127.4
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The quantities In Table I describe a power function that Is estimated with linear

2
regression, after taking logarithms of both area and mean distance. The result

-* A91
is S - 0.572 (A*) *

. Assuming that the function is continuous,

A
°-^9^

g(A,N) - 0.572 (-^) and S^ (A.N) -

_A_
^'"^^^

1/2 [( T^ )( T^ - 1)11
°-^^^

^ N >

]100 '" ICON

^/2 (ito>(ito

In the second segment of the calculation, attention is focused on pairs

located on different floors. Between any two floors, the mean distance between

pairs excluding the stairs is twice the mean distance to the center wbere_tbe

stairs are assumed to be located. Let the mean distance to the center of a

floor be h(A,N). The total distance between pairs located on any two floors,

excluding the stair distance is (Tqon"^ ^^ (A,N), and between pairs located

on different floors throughout the building is

< 1055-'' 1
^^¥^

1
^"^ <*•"' " •

^-^
'
><*•'"•

In order to determine h(A,N) , the quantities of Table II are derived,

again based on the initial assumptions.

^Correlation coefficient, r « 0.999.
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Table II
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and <^ Is the length of each staircase. Some pairs of floors are the same

number of stair lengths apart, K(1,N). Then the total distance for all pairs

'lOON''

. 2
whose floors are the same distance apart Is (-r^r^) IKC. The total distance

for all pairs Is the sum:

^^ flotN> iK(l.rN)/r= (--^) ^^ ^ ,K(,^^)

N

1^

In order to find 1K(1,N), consider that for any number of floors, N,

the greatest number of stair lengths between a pair of floors Is (N - 1) and

there Is only one pair of floors with that many stair lengths separating them.

There are twd pairs of floors separated by (N-2) stnlrlengths, 3 pairs of floors

separated by (N - 3) stalrlengths . . . and (N - 1) pairs of floors separated

by one stair length. This means that 1K(1,N) - (1 - 1) (N + 1 - 1) and that the

. A
lOON

. A 2 N
total stair distance for all pairs Is the sum, ( -- ) <t ^ (1-1) (N +1-1).

^IoSn^''^
^(1-1)(N + 1-1)

Then S^ (A,N,<jO = ^^

^'2 < i5o > < I5o - »

If the segments are combined, the result Is the following equation for

S(A,N,<*):

,,,, ,
l/2(3^)(^-l)0.572(—

)

i/2(3|o>(-lto-^>

<lk) W(«-l) 0-337 (—

)

A ,0.512

1/2 (lto>(l3o
-1>





(lW>' [^^(i-l)(N+l-l)]-

1/2 (lto)(lto
-1>

(itoN
- 1> °-572 (^) °-'''

_ (I^)(N - 1) 0.675 (-^)
°*'''

(i3o - i>
^ito - i>

(^)( -f- ) [ ^- (1 - 1)(N + 1 - 1) ]^
N i=l

<llo
-i>

S(A.N.«-) » (^ - 1)-1 [( 3;^ -1)
0.572(4-)0-^^l

+ (3|on)(N - 1) 0.675 ("f
)°*'''

"^ ^ lOO^^^^ ^ (i - 1)(N + 1 - 1)]
'^ i-1

-1 0.491 -0.A91 0.491 -0.491

"^m-^^ f(lioN°-^72A N -0.572 A N

^ (
_A_

) 0.675 A°-51V«-512 _ ( itoN) 0.675 A^'^^^ h
"O'^l^

1-1





-
(ito

- ^>"' [(5.22) (10-
V-'^^ N-^-^^1 - (5.72)(10-1) A^'^^^ N'^-^^^

+ (6.75)(10-3) a1-512 n-0-512 . (6.75)(10-^ A^'^^^ ^
-1-512

i-1

if j^>yi, then

S(A,N.c.) ^ (5.72) (10-S A°-^^^ N'^-^^^ - (57.2) A'^'^O^ ^-^'^^l

+ (6.75)(10-S aO-5^2 ^ -0.512 _ (..^sj^o"!) A^'^^^
^-1.512

^ < (1 - 1)(N + i - 1); KN^ (1 - 1)(N + i - 1);

i-1

-^0.572 A°-^^S N-ll.

N

A further reduction can be made because —^ ^ (i - 1) (N + i - 1)

N
^
i-1

- (N^ - DON)-^,-

Then,

S(A,N.a) = 0.572A°-^^^ n'^'^^^ - 57.2A-0-^0^
^-O.A91

0.512 -0.512 0.512 -1.512
+ 0.675A N - 0.675A N

+ (N^ - 1)(3N)-^ ; KN A/100 >>1

0.572A°*^^^; N » 1, A/100>>1.
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In order to solve this equation for N such that S(A,N,(T) is minimized with

A andcTheld constant, the partial derivative with respect to N must be set

equal to zero and solved for roots. The partial derivative with respect to N

is:

al ^ -0.853A°-^51n-2-^91^28.09A-°-50%-1-^91_ 3,5^0.512^-1.512

512 -2 512 -7
+ 1.021a"*^'-^ N ^-^^^ + 0.333^N ^ + 0.333c- 1< N

It is difficult to sove an algebraic equation of this form analytically,

but a graphical solution is obtJiined quite readily (figures la and lb)

.

The graphs show an interesting family of curves. They suggest that there

Is a common point of relative minimization of ^S/^N between N - 2 and N = 3.

This point seems to be almost independent of area and length of stairs. This

2-
is further validated by a plot ^ S (Figure 2).

Area and length of stairs jointly affect the position and shape of the

curves in Figures la and lb. This means that the equation ^ S may have roots,

one root, or two roots over the range 1<N depending on the values for A

and <^ . The nature of the curves for \S_ are such that potential roots are

likely to be on either side of N = 2.6. This is a theoretical point and means

that if there are two roit*, one root has to be around N = 2 and the other N^3.

The existence of the roots and the position of the second root are determined by A

and*^. However, it is interesting that the curve for ^ S indicates that any

root around N - 2 has to represent a relative maximum in the curve S(A,N,<^)
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4^/^io

(a) (b)

Figure 1 . Rate of Change of Mean Separation Distance with Respect to Building

Hei^t-Holding Area and Stair Lengths Constant

l^S
dv.^





and any root at N^3 has to represent a relative minimum. This means that N - 2

can never represent a relative minimum for KN 10,000 S A ^ 20,000, 10 ^ <?-'

The conclusion of this analysis is that a relative minimum for S(A,N,<^)

can be found at one value of N, N » 3,4,5,. . .or K, depending on values of A

and ^ The relative minimum has to be compared with S(A,N - 1,<?0 to determine

if it is a true minimum. Again, depending on the values of A and<rT-, there can

be cases where S(A,N - l,^") Is less than the relative minimum. For example,

S(A " 60,000, N,'^- 35) has a relative maximum at N - 2, a relative minimum at

N 3 and an absolute minimum at N 1.

Using a set of curves for ^ S , it is possible to develop a set of relative
AN

and absolute minima, as a function of N,A, and<^. This can be changed to the set

of N associated with minimum S(A,N,<^) as a function of A and c^ (Table III).

This specifies the number of floors required in a building of given floor area to

minimize the average distance between pairs of individuals who are distributed

uniformly throughout. The surface resulting from this plot is shown in Figure 3.

Table III

Values of N for Minimum S(A,N, )
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min S

Figure 3. Values of N for S(A,N, ) - Minimum

The surface N _« G(A,cr), Indicates that for ^?10, the optimum
Uln S

number of floors Is first a single floor and, as the area Increases, four floors,

five floors, six floors, etc. There Is Inverse variation with respect to stair

length. It Is Interesting that two and three floors do not appear among the

optimum solutions. The reason for this Is given by the characteristics of the

2

-

families of curves for the partial derivatives ^ and ^ S . However, under-
^N .i 2

lying these curves are the curves for the basic segments ot the relationship

S(A,N,<3-). These segment curves indicate the real reasons why it is unlikely that

two or three floors should provide optimal solutions.

The three segments are: mean within floor distance (S- ) ; mean between floor

distance, excluding stairs (S-) , and mean between floor stair distance (S») . As
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estlmated above,

"S, - .572A-^91 (N)
-1-^91 _ 57,2A--509 (n)

-^^l

S" - .675A-512 ^^^-.512 _ ^^^3^.512 (^^
-1.512

S3 - (N^ - 1)(3N)"V , for KN; A»l.

The graphs of these curves, with A and cr held constant, are shown below,

(Figure 4)

.

Figure A. Mean Distance as a Function of Building Height.

Note that the plot of S- has a relative maximum at N » 3. It will, in fact,

always have a maximum at that point and its relative magnitude will be determined

by the area. This is derived from the fact that l^ - .675A*^^^((N)"*^-'^^ - (N)"-"^*^^^)

and that the latter term is not monotonic. A short table on values demonstrates

this fact.





N
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they are close to the stairway or Interfloor connections. A second approach

is to locate different groups that should be in close communication on one floor

or four or more, (as suggested above) and to locate support groups at the ex-

tremities of each floor. Care must be taken in choosing which groups should be

in close proximity and which are truly. su^pbrt groups. An obvious example is

the need for good communication links between marketing and library resources

with the research and development groups of an R&D organization.

Most important, this analysis indicates th.; number of floors that will

minimize the average distance between pairs of Individuals for a given amount of

office area. This should maximize the potential for communication. However,

the analysis is predicated on specific assumptions about the internal structure

of each floor. Although these assumptions are simplistic (open floor, one

central staircase) , they form the basis for more complex arrangements of office

layout and interfloor connections (multiple stairs, elevators, escalators, etc.)

In a similar fashion, the optimum arrangements suggested by this analysis should

form the basis for the optimum number of floors for more complex structures. Thus,

this analysis could be considered as the basic pattern of the number of floors

required to minimize distance, which has the interesting characteristic of omitting

two and (most likely) three floor designs.
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